MEET OUR INTERNS!

STANDING AT LEFT: KAITLIN FELDMANN, MARIE HARLA, MARYELLEN HAUVER, JACLYN PACIARONI, ALLISON ROSELLI, SHANNON KILTY, HAYLEY STRONG, SYDNEY SMITH,

SITTING AT LEFT: ANNA BERNER, MEGAN HOUSTAN, CHARLOTTE GRIFFITH, HOLLY WILLIAMS

MUSC INTERNS SHANNON, CHARLOTTE, KAITLIN AND HAYLEY PRESENTING FOR THEIR 6 WEEK FOOD SERVICE ROTATION IN ART CAFE

ABOVE: DIETETIC INTERN MEGAN HOUSTAN REPRESENTING MUSC AT DCI, INC. AT HER DIALYSIS ROTATION. MEGAN ALSO HOSTED A TAKEOVER OF THE CTDIA INSTAGRAM SHOWING A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN MUSC INTERN THIS DECEMBER!

BELLOW, MUSC REGISTERED DIETITIANS AND INTERN HOLLY WILLIAMS THANKING SC GOVERNOR MCMASTER FOR ACKNOWLEDGING MALNUTRITION AWARENESS WEEK (SEPTEMBER 23 - 27, 2019)
INTERNS: KAITLIN, MARYELLEN, HAYLEY, PRECEPTOR (CENTER) KERRIE HOLLIFIELD INTERNS MARIE, HOLLY AND JACLYN

Great Sweet Potato Harvest 2019

Not shown: Interns Allison, Kaitlin, Megan, Sydney, Marie and Jaclyn complete cooking matters courses with families and children in the community.

TOP LEFT: SHANNON COMPLETING A NUTRITION EDUCATION DURING HER SCHOOL NUTRITION ROTATION.

BOTTOM LEFT: INTERN ANNA AT ROGER ST. FRANCIS WITH A DESSERT HUMMUS SHE CREATED FOR AS A SAMPLE AND PRESENTATION.

CENTER: MARIE AND JACLYN AT ECCO’S FARMERS MARKET WITH RECIPE SAMPLES

TOP RIGHT: JACLYN AND MARYELLEN COMPLETING A TASTE TEST WITH EAST COOPER MEALS ON WHEELS DURING THEIR FOOD SERVICE ROTATION.

BOTTOM RIGHT: REGISTERED DIETITIANS AND INTERNS FROM THE CHARLESTON TRIDENT DIETETIC ASSOCIATION (CTDA) AT A CONTINUING EDUCATION EVENT LEARNING ABOUT THE NUTRIENT COMPOSITION OF MATERNAL BREAST MILK.

Follow along our journey and learn more about us @MUSCDIETETICINTERNSHIP